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In the world of harmony
Every people can be free
To achieve the dreams
And live the life so gladly
Like a pair of symphony
Different dreams and distance pits
But the sounds can make
Fulfill one melody

[Refrain:]
Someday the sun will come out shining
Shinning or not the light is bringing
Turning the way so clear for every one to see

[Chorus:]
We are one people
We have the power to change the world
We have and make it
Such a better place to live in
We are on people let's soar up
Together to reach
Just come and go
We are to learn just how to move in unity

Different times have being strive
There's a moment to unite
Cause in every heart
Who find the love inside?
There is room that still divides
Or abilities in mind
All the selfish dreams
Let's put them on the side

[Refrain:]
Someday the sun will come out shining
Shinning or not the light is bringing
Turning the way so clear for every one to see

[Chorus:]
We are one people
We have the power to change the world
We have and make it
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Such a better place to live in
We are on people let's soar up
Together to reach
Just come and go
We are to learn just how to move in unity

[Bridge:]
Tomorrow can be
So bright if we see
Deep within our hearts
We aim a perfect
To all for you and me

[Chorus:]
We are one people
We have the power to change the world
We have and make it
Such a better place to live in
We are on people let's soar up
Together to reach
Just come and go
We are to learn just how to move in unity

We are trainedjust
How to move in unity
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